Member Snapshot
RESULTS OF THE 2017 IAIA MEMBER SURVEY

Who are IAIA members?
See data on the geographic location, age, gender, length of membership, employment sector, professional specialties, and impact assessment roles of today's IAIA members.

Why join IAIA?
Which IAIA resources are most valuable to members? How is IAIA unique? How are members using IAIA in their professional lives? PLUS: The many benefits of networking!

The practice of impact assessment
With a combined 10,000 impact assessments in the past three years alone, IAIA members have vast knowledge to share. What types of IAs are most common? What skills do members wish they could improve? How much do various groups benefit from IA? What are the most important factors for IA to positively affect decision-making and project development? How often have members experienced certain topics being considered within an impact assessment?

The future of impact assessment
As the world grows and changes, so must impact assessment. IAIA members share their forecasts and ideas for the future of the field. What are the main challenges facing IA today? How is IA uniquely suited for the future? In light of global political and economic changes, how will IA change? What sectors are most promising for the future use of IA? PLUS: Members share specific ideas for potential opportunities in the use of impact assessment.

Download the full report at www.iaia.org